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Carmel basketball makes
history as CCS champions

ACADEMICS

Carmel mock trial
progresses to
California state
championship for
fifth straight year
BY ALICIA KRUEGER

courtesy of KURT GRAHL

The CHS boys’ basketball team won the Central Coast Section championship against Santa Cruz on Feb.
23 for the first time in school history, going 9-1 in league and 23-4 overall. Coached by Kurt Grahl, the
team was led offensively by sophomore JT Byrne, who averaged 19.5 points per game, junior Kai Lee,
and senior Joe Garello. This is the team’s first year in the Gabilan Division of the Pacific Coast Athletic
League, and they now hold the PCAL championship title as well as the CCS championship title.

TECHNOLOGY

With the availability of Lyft and
Uber, drunk-driving statistics see
decrease, locally and nationally
BY KYLIE YEATMAN

The drunk driving-related death of former CHS
student Annabelle Vandenbroucke in July has created
a culture more aware of the effects of driving under
the influence, catalyzing greater decision-making offcampus, while the availability of taxi-like apps, most
popularly Lyft and Uber, have decreased DUI-related
arrests, particularly among teenagers.
Though DUI-related arrests have seen a sharp decrease since 1982, with a total decrease of 80 percent,
notable drops have been seen since 2011 when one of
the first popular ridesharing apps, Uber, was launched.
“[Uber] is just really easy,” expresses one CHS
junior, who recalls using the service on her way back
from a party. “If you don’t have a designated driver
with you…it’s better to be safe than have something
really bad happen because of bad judgement.”
In the California Healthy Kids Survey, 14 percent
of respondents statewide revealed that they had ridden in a vehicle among friends who had been drinking.
In the 2009-10 survey, this number was at roughly 32
percent—a decrease of 18 points in less than a decade.
Though use of ridesharing apps to decrease drunk
driving has been commonplace since the inception of
Uber in 2011, various pitfalls including the cost of the
service and the reliability of getting home safely may
make it a difficult option when using the app alone. For

this reason, teenagers often split the cost of a ride home
or travel in groups to avoid potential harassment.
“Uber can be kind of shady,” advises one senior
girl, noting concerns about assault. “I would take a
friend with you, because you never know.”
Another senior explains, “If you split the cost, it’s
not as bad.”
On a national level, DUI-related car accidents have
seen a decrease over the last several decades, particularly among teenagers. The Foundation for Advancing
Alcohol Responsibility has reported a 68 percent decrease in alcohol-related car accidents in those under
the age of 21 since 1991, with an overall decrease of
46 percent.
While it has been proposed by some students that
the school aid in funding rides for students if they’re
going to be drinking, it’s impossible for Carmel’s faculty to address the issue of drunk driving in a way that
makes concessions that students are going to drink and
inadvertently helps students in this endeavor. Policies
regarding alcohol use at CHS make clear the school’s
stance, with the school’s website offering various
forms of intervention for teenagers.

DRUNK DRIVING
CONT. ON 3

Be present and stay focused. Give this trial
your all.
Coach Bill Schrier and mock trial team captain
Nina-Marie Franklin touched on this concept seconds before they stepped into the courtroom for last
month’s championship trial against Pacific Grove
High School.
After two intense hours, Carmel’s mock trial
team pulled through as champions of the Monterey
County and, more importantly, won themselves a
chance at taking home the state championship.
As the team advances, they are reminded that
just three years ago the team made history by being the first Monterey County mock trial team to
win the Empire World Championship in New York.
This year’s team could be the second, following
2017’s decorated team, to win the state title.
The case at hand for February’s county competition dealt with unfamiliar crimes, like swatting, a
death threat and social media, requiring the team to
learn new laws and procedures.
Once this year’s Empire tournament in San
Francisco ended, the team quickly turned to the
new county case packet. They took each witness
and created a poster containing their biographies
in order to explain who they are and what they can
possibly contribute to either side of the case. From
there, the team began to develop a theme or a story
to explain their version of events.
“Mock trial is not like a play where you get a
script,” Schrier explains. “You just get a massive
amount of facts and you have to figure out a way
to present it in terms of putting on a trial which
is through asking witnesses questions and through
physical evidence. It’s very, very amorphous. There
are no directions on what to do.”
For CHS mock trial, preparation is key.
“The month leading up to county is when we
really start picking it up,” Franklin says. “We practice multiple times a week after school for about
two or more hours, three-hour weekend practices,
and on Saturdays we typically have an all-day
scrimmage.”
This time commitment pays off through the
team’s ability to perform under the grueling pressure of a trial.
“Carmel is always extremely prepared and
always present themselves professionally,” says
Monterey County Superior Court Judge Carrie Panetta. “They really stayed in character well. They
also bring a level of intimidation because they are
so good and are known for being so good. They deserve their great reputation. You can tell they spend
time working
hard.”
The Carmel team saw many of its seniors graduate in 2018 and had to enter this season without
any truly experienced members to turn to for help.

MOCK TRIAL
CONT. ON 5
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Local author reflects on familial
creation of Pebble Beach
BY ELLAH FOSTER
Samuel Finley Brown Morse was
the man behind all that Carmel came
to be.
If the name doesn’t ring a bell,
how about Pebble Beach? Concours
d’Elegance? Hotel Del Monte?
Arriving in the Monterey Peninsula in 1915, Morse was a pivotal part
of creating the coast as it stands today.
His grandson Charles Osborne recently
published the book “Boss: The Story
of S.F.B Morse, the Founder of Pebble
Beach” at the end of 2018. Stories of
lavish celebrity parties, bought-andsold property and old-fashioned barroom brawls fill the 132 pages fit into
24 chapters.
“I decided to write the book about
five years ago when a friend of mine
asked me, ‘Well, why did Sam Morse
do this?’” Osborne begins. “I said I
didn’t know, but I thought I should dig
in a little further.”
Coming to the area as a manager
of the Pacific Improvement, which focused on properties like mines, hotels
and other developments, Morse soon
got involved in Hotel Del Monte. The
area was just beginning to develop,
lacking much more than a hotel complex and water company. The hotel that
soon came to be was described by Osborne as a “bustling and end-destination resort” where guests would spend
their days admiring the well-kept
grounds and participating in the hotel’s
plentiful outdoor activities, such as archery or swimming.
Eventually, Morse grew to control Pebble Beach and slowly transformed the coastal landscape in every
way, from planting trees to plotting
homes on the expansive property. With
the novel’s history dating back to the
1700s, minute details included through
it all, Osborne reminisces on how
he first came up with the idea for the
book, explaining that there had been
a few attempts to write about Morse
but that they simply hadn’t turned out.
Upon realizing the novel’s potential,
Osborne began his research, picking
from a variety of sources.
“It took a lot of research.” Osborne smiles. “One thing is that he had
written me what he called his memorabilia, kept in my mother’s garage.
He was also a very public character, so
there were a lot of news stories. All of
those papers are in the Green Library
at Stanford and the Historical Society
in San Francisco.”
Among the dates, property exchanges and familial history are stories
from the author’s mother, Mary Morse,
and her experiences growing up. As
an only child, Mary had an unusually
elaborate childhood. Osborne comments on her friendship as a young girl
with Salvador Dali and close encounters with stars such as Jean Harlow and

Errol Flynn, even including the occasional president paying a visit.

Similar to his mother’s, Osborne
explains that his youth was different
than most others, grinning in remembrance of the “splendid isolation” that
was growing up in Pebble Beach.
“The nearest neighbor was still
far away, with only maybe 15 kids that
lived within walking distance,” Osborne reminisces. “I would come over
to Carmel for my friends and such. The
‘famous people’ part of it was cool. I
remember a prince came to our house
once, and he was about 65 years old.
He was not my image of a prince and
the first thing I said was ‘Well, he
doesn’t look like a prince.’”
The book also details the intricacies of Morse himself and how he grew
the property to what it is known as today.
While lesser-known than his career as a land developer and investor,
Morse had a more creative side as an
artist, fitting in with the quaint, bohemian community at the time. Incorporating that into his paying work, Morse
often consulted artists for the layout,
design and landscaping of the golf
course.
Osborne goes on to laugh about
how Morse once called back a group
of landscapers who had planted trees
on the Pebble Beach property, angry
that they had been placed in a straight
line and saying, “That’s not how trees
grow!”
Morse also fancied himself a cowboy who loved a good brawl, as Osborne puts it. With the nickname to the
public of “The Boss,” it doesn’t come
as a surprise that Morse “never backed
down from a fight,” Osborne writes.
From an undeveloped forest to a
destination golf course, Morse transformed the community into the timeless vacation spot that it is today.
“Boss: The Story of S.F.B Morse”
is available online on Amazon, as
well as local bookstores such as River
House Books, located in the Crossroads in Carmel.

For an excerpt from
“Boss: The Story of SFB Morse”
see page 10
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Dashboard replaces API scores with color system;
successes in CHS performance highlighted
tally different from the previous API system.”
The dashboard takes a few different things into account when assigning colors to each graph. It combines
the current year’s results to the previous year’s results.

same, then the schools color changes to a lower color.
Another fault in the evaluative system showed up
As opposed to a one-number API score that deterwhen a number of CHS juniors were unable to submit
mines a school’s performance, all schools in California
their state English language arts portion of the Smarter
have switched to the new CaliforBalanced Assessment Consornia Dashboard, in which different
tium test.
colors in pie graphs represent a
“The window to submit
school’s performance level.
the SBAC tests last year was
The new system highlights
closed,” says CHS assistant
multiple pie charts on different
principal Craig Tuana. “We
aspects of the school: graduation
asked to reopen it for [CHS sturate, suspension rate, college/cadents], but they refused to rereer, English language arts, math
open it. I think we had about 20
and English learner progress.
students who did not complete
There are six main charts for each
all the SBAC testing.”
school, and a color is designated
This had a dramatic effect
to each of the categories—from
on Carmel’s English language
red, representing the lowest perarts score, which declined
formance, to blue, representing
20.4 points from the previous
the highest. (Previously every
year. Although CHS is still
school in California received a
well above average, the color
one-number score, from 200 to
changed from blue to green in
1000, based on performance from
that section. Because of this,
each score mainly from standardthe data from last year cannot
ized test scores.)
be taken at face value.
Graphs on California Dash“Until we have this year’s
board also show sub-charts for
data to see whether the downeach subgroup at the school, such
ward trend continues, it is
couresty of CALIFORNIA DASHBOARD
as race or socioeconomically dishard to know whether there is
advantaged groups. Color is given
something we should be doing
The new California Dashboard shows a school’s performance through a colored scale. Carmel High
to each chart unless fewer than 11
differently in our curriculum,
School is in the high to very high perfomance range.
students are in the category.
instruction and assessment to
“The dashboard is the result
better prepare students,” says
of hundreds of meetings with parents/caregivers, teach- For example, a school can score very high in the cur- Barbara Steinberg, one of the 11th grade English teachers, students and community members who provided rent year, which would normally mean it would receive ers at CHS.
feedback and suggestions on the school accountability a blue color, but if it had declined from the previous
Because the California Dashboard is only in its
system,” says Suzie DePrez, Carmel Unified School year, then it would move down to a lower level. There second year, there are definitely aspects of the system
District’s chief academic officer. “A consistent piece of could potentially be a drawback to the new system be- that can be changed or improved in the future.
feedback was that reducing the multiple measures to a cause if a school is already high above the state aversingle number would leave out information that is im- age, there is nowhere to go except down or to stay the
portant to many parents/caregivers and stakeholders. It same. All the scores are based on the state average, so
may seem complicated at first because it is fundamen- if the state average increases and the schools stay the
BY DILAN PATEL

Ride-sharing apps
cont. from 1

Yet teenage drinking remains a
prevalent issue, and one that falls on the
responsibility of the student. Students
often express doubt that drunk driving
could result in risks, if it were even to
happen at all.
“It’s hard to imagine anything actually happening until you’re the person
in the situation where it does,” a junior
says.
Teenage drunk driving statistics
back this claim—2,433 collisions were
reported in 2016 among the 16-19 age
group and, simultaneously, teenage drivers were three times more likely to be involved in a collision, a statistic that only
increases when alcohol comes into play.
“Given what I’ve seen other kids at
school do at parties, I honestly don’t find
those statistics really that surprising,”

confesses one senior. “People can make
bad decisions.”
The frequency of alcohol-heavy
parties has a tendency to increase during
holidays and weekends, with the American Automobile Association Foundation
for Traffic Safety reporting roughly 31
percent of drunk-driving fatalities occurring on the weekend. The majority
of Ubers are called during the weekend,
most notably between 8 p.m. and 3 a.m.
when the majority of intoxicated people
are using the service.
In conjunction with this data comes
a report from Uber itself which reveals
that drivers for ridesharing services are
most active during hours where drunkdriving collisions are occurring, referred
to by the report as the “Uber effect.”
While conclusive evidence doesn’t
point directly toward ridesharing apps
being a catalyst for decreased drunkdriving rates, this is largely due to the

relative novelty of
these apps rather than
mixed data. Postdoctoral
research
associate at the University of Southern
California Noli Brazil warns against
making
sweeping
generalizations regarding the impact of
ridesharing apps, but
concedes they might
have an impact on an
individual basis.

graphic by KYLIE YEATMAN
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Plan for Fort Ord Recreational Trail and Greenway spurs
controversy in Del Rey Oaks community
BY JORDI FAXON

it’s garbage day?”
Issues with this trail passing through Angelus Way
primarily include the fear of the homeless population that
might migrate to the community and congregate under
the proposed tunnel, the liability of residents for injuries
caused on the bridge, the potential harm to wildlife that
inhabits the river and the people that might loiter in Del
Rey Park at the foot of the street between sunset and sunrise.
Some community members are looking forward to
FORTAG. A trail that runs through the peninsula would
make transportation via bike and foot much easier and
safer, and granted that it’s supposed to be wheelchair accessible, there is an opportunity for everyone close to the
trail to be able to use their paths.
“I live in Del Rey Oaks, and one of my issues is
that getting to the [existing] rec trail [on Canyon del
Rey Road] is hazardous for bike riders—and I ride with
children—so this will hopefully address that and make a
safe passage,” says Susan Ragsdale-Cronin. “I don’t use
Highway 218 at all because it’s just too crazy and the cars
tend to drive in the bike lane.”
Information on the date, time and location of the
next public meeting will be posted on the City of Del Rey
Oaks website.

A proposed trail with paths around Marina, Seaside
and Cal State Monterey Bay, the Fort Ord Recreational
Trail and Greenway has sparked protest regarding its passage through Angelus Way, a small, residential street in
Del Rey Oaks.
Two CSUMB professors, Fred Watson and Scott
Waltz, were the first to have the idea for the trail some
five or six years ago, intending to give daily commuters
access to the beauties of the Monterey Peninsula and connect all of the local parks to Fort Ord and give CSUMB
students the mobility to roam the area between classes.
“We want people to be able to move on foot or on
bike under their own propulsion through this landscape
in a way that enjoys the landscape, that celebrates it, that
interprets it and gets you where you want to go,” said
Fred Watson in a YouTube video called “FORTAG—A
Trail for Everyone,” published by CSUMB on June 28.
The project is still in its planning stage and the Transportation Agency of Monterey County, an agency that allocates tax revenue towards funding local transportation
projects, has proposed multiple potential routes. All of
the designs are subject to change after environmental review, which TAMC principal engineer Rich Deal, at the
city hall meeting, speculated wouldn’t be completed
for another two years.
The trail is supposed to run through Angelus
Way because of a concern for safety. Even though
the most direct street to connect Work Memorial
Park to Carlton Drive would be Highway 218—or as
it’s more commonly known, Canyon del Rey Road—
it was scrapped by the engineers as too dangerous
since cars on that road drive at highway speeds, so
the passage through Angelus, with a tunnel connecting to Carlton, was viewed as safer for the bikers and
pedestrians.
“What I don’t think is a good idea is that part
photo by GEMMA RIERA
of the trail run right through a residential area,” says
Angelus Way resident Roberta Freedman. “Where Some FORTAG construction has already begun off the
are we going to park our cars when we have visitors? roundabout at Eighth Avenue and Inter-Garrison Road.
Where are we going to put our garbage cans when
CAMPUS

Superintendent Dill-Varga presents vision, redirecting
CUSD goals over next decade
BY PETER ELLISON

Following the reassignment of
Carmel High School principal Rick
Lopez, CUSD Superintendent Barbara Dill-Varga announced her vision
for the district’s future and a redirection of the district’s teaching goals
for the next decade, pivoting the district’s focus from creating a collegegoing culture toward an environment
that helps students discover and refine their goals for their lives beyond
college.
In a personal interview with the
superintendent, Dill-Varga outlined
her thoughts on the direction that
CUSD will move toward in the future.
“The focus has been about seeing our job as just getting them into
a good college,” Dill-Varga says. “I
really think that we have to look beyond that. I think it’s not a question
of what you’re going to major in, but
what the mission of your life is going
to be.”
To aid in defining the specifics
of this vision, a Community Advisory
Council and Teacher Advisory Council were created to gather input and
ideas for what the district will build
toward. Dill-Varga says that next year

a Student Advisory Council will be
created, ultimately leading to a collaborative vision that will grow over
time with input from all sides of the
district.
One key piece that the superintendent wants to incorporate is increasing Carmel High School’s integration with both Monterey Peninsula
College and colleges throughout the
state. Work has begun with MPC to
design dual-credit courses available
at CHS that will give students a head
start on their college credits with the
goal of eventually creating a whole
suite of general education courses
that will give students a leg-up on
their college general requirements.
Dill-Varga believes that this change
would allow students to quickly begin working and learning for their
true goals in college and beyond.
Additionally, she aims to create
ways for students to discover and develop their passions by creating more
opportunities for students to intern
and shadow with local businesses,
fostering an environment where students can explore their interest in a
hands-on way without high stakes.
One of the ways Dill-Varga envisions this at CHS is by building up
the role and involvement of the coun-

seling program in areas beyond solely
college admissions in a department
that has recently downsized from four
full-time members to three.
The decision to reassign Lopez,
who has served as principal since
2009, was based on the desire to
bring in someone new who will be
able to help support and work toward
this vision over the course of the next
decade, the superintendent explains.
She notes that the new principal
needs to be someone that truly understands and is invested in the future
of the school and is able to listen and
work closely with the faculty to reach
those goals.
“They also have to be somebody
who has that right balance of not only
understanding the ideas, but can coalesce a faculty and excite them and
motivate them to do the hard work
to make some changes,” Dill-Varga
explains. “Change is difficult for people.”
Barb Dill-Varga stresses that
progress on these goals won’t be immediate because the new principal
needs time to build relationships and
connections with both the faculty and
the community as a whole, but she
plans on moving the district forward
in baby steps for now.
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Cambra receives
California Teachers
Association human
rights award

photo by LEIGH CAMBRA

BY MILES PREKOSKI
Carmel’s Health teacher Leigh Cambra
has been selected as a recipient of the California Teachers Association award for human
rights and will be recognized March 2 at the
annual CTA Equity and Human Rights Conference.
The human rights award, given to eight
recipients each year, was adopted by the CTA
State Council in 1984 and awards recipients
who further the development of programs that
promote the protection of civil and human
rights.
“I was nominated for inspiring service
in others,” says Cambra, adding that another
part was “bringing more service-based learning into the classroom and connecting students
and teachers to being more civically engaged
in the school.”
Cambra’s career at CHS began in 2006 after she came to Carmel from Palo Alto. Cambra grew up in Palo Alto and attended Cal Poly
to gain her teaching credential, but her history
of aiding others began much earlier: After Hurricane Katrina struck Cambra helped organize
a weekend event to help stuff a semi truck with
goods to be shipped out to Mississippi.
Cambra was nominated for the CTA award
by CHS social studies teacher Bill Schrier and
Spanish teacher Bridget Randazzo.
“Leigh has nominated so many other people around the school since she got here, and
she’s always been about getting recognition
for other people,” Schrier comments. “Of all
people around here, I know of nobody who has
had a greater impact in terms of empowering
and helping the community than Leigh Cambra.”
The Palo Alto native is the advisor of
This Club Saves Lives, a group that aids students and adults in need outside of Carmel
High School by participating in service projects across Monterey County and taking a trip
to Los Angeles every year to attend WE Day.
The club began four years ago when a group
of seniors and Cambra collaborated to put on
the Thirst Gala, a fundraiser that raised over
$3,000 for the Thirst Project, a nonprofit that
aims to brings safe water to communities
around the globe.
“It really all just fell in to place perfectly,”
Cambra recalls. “Other people want to help,
and we wanted to formalize it all as a club.”
“Our main goal is to help people in need,”
says Ananda Sudol, one of more than 40 active
members in This Club Saves Lives. “She’s incredibly intelligent. She puts in so much work
and time in to help students. We love her!”
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Ambitious district-wide facility plans reflect need for
athletic venues and collaborative learning spaces
promote connectedness [and] encourage
the capacity for innovative thought and
practice” as part of the future of learning
for CUSD students.

simply allows us to grow and expand on
the great ideology and methodology that
currently exists.”
The draft plans also reflect student

derstood as the set future for the district.
“The draft plan… is very conceptuNinety parents, faculty members,
al and likely to be scaled back,” Superinstudents and administrators met on Feb.
tendent Barb Dill-Varga says. “The work
5 to help create what they saw
would have to be staged approprias a vision for Carmel Unified
ately over many years so we can
that culminated in a facilities
continue to run school and educate
master plan to be refined by arstudents.”
chitectural planning firm LPA
Although some smaller parts
and presented to the Board of
of the plan could be covered with
Trustees on March 13.
the district budget, a lot of the bigThe Carmel Middle School
ticket items will need taxpayer inmaster plan alone features a
put.
lighted stadium, increased
“We are always very cogparking, four softball fields, a
nizant of our responsibility to be
gym with space for four basgood stewards of the taxpayers’
ketball courts, three soccer
dollars,” Dill-Varga says. “We
fields, eight tennis courts and
would want the community to see
two baseball fields now posthe value in these plans before prosible with the purchase of 8.2
ceeding, so many informational
acres of land adjacent to the
meetings would need to occur as
school.
we would seek their input and anWhile
Carmel
High
swer questions.”
doesn’t have the land resources
This part is what Leigh Camfor such expansion, its plan still
bra, adviser of This Club Saves
includes increased parking as
Lives and Health teacher at CHS,
requested by students for years.
says could be difficult.
courtesy of CUSD
The majority of changes in the
“I think it would be amazing
high school facilities master Extensive changes in sports facilities on land acquired adjacent to CMS can be seen in this
to do it all,” says Cambra, noting
plan are new spaces on cam- master plan.
that her greatest priority is stapus, such as the focus on coldium lights for the CHS football
laborative spaces, outdoor learning cen“We’re already engaging students surveys from which a short list of facil- field, “but realistically it’s probably just
ters and arts facilities to reflect already in collaborative learning opportunities, ity needs was created: inflexible class- a starting point unless the community reexisting teaching practices at the school. group projects and interactive lessons room design, environmental comfort,
ally gets behind it.”
For example, the report containing all that require movement and flexible spac- parking, food service improvements and
Carmel Unified schools’ facility master es,” CMS principal Dan Morgan says.
water utility improvements were just a
plan drafts includes “spaces that
“A remodel of existing learning spaces few student priorities.
to better accommodate existing practices
But the plans aren’t meant to be un-

BY GRACE DEAN

CHS mock trial
cont. from 1

Miles Prekoski as an outstanding defense attorney, junior Jenna Garcia as an outstanding bailiff, sophomore
Tyler Armstrong as an outstanding defense motion attorney, junior Kylie Yeatman as first place journalist,
sophomore Jenna Stallcup as second place journalist
and junior Athena Fosler-Brazil as second place courtroom artist.
When asked why he does it, Armstrong explains
that it’s mostly about the community: “I don’t really
care as much about the trial portion. I mean, I do, but it
is more about the people, the friendships, the bonds. I
just feel like it is a place I fit in.”

The team will now advance to the California state
competition from March 21-24 in Sacramento, which
consists of all of California’s county champions.
“We have five weeks to practice and rewrite almost everything because state is just that much harder
than country,” Schrier said at the time of the victory.
“We have to take everything apart and put it back together in order to fine tune.”

Schrier wondered whether this year’s team would be
able to continue Carmel’s four-year run of county wins.
“I think the overarching theme of the season
was questioning if we were going to be able to pull
through,” sophomore motion attorney Tyler Armstrong
says. “The entire time we were not the team that was
expected to do well this season…so the entire season I
was just hoping I’d do well instead of expecting myself
to do well, which seems to be a new paradigm
shift in Carmel mock trial.”
The team understood that they were not
stacked with experienced team members like in
previous years.
“As I said to them, I didn’t really see them
putting on a trial that was going to be worthy of
being a county champion,” Schrier reveals. “I
told them that they were going to have to be really, really strong because it’s hard to keep a string
going like that when you’ve had all these predecessors. In the final trial, they found their groove
and put on the best trial I’ve ever seen them do.
To see them show up the way they did was really
awesome.”
Members of the team accomplished a significant mental shift during a check-in the night
before their tournament started.
“It dawned on them that there was no one
they could turn to,” explains Schrier. “There was
no mother or father in the room, they’re all gone.
Anything that was going to happen was going
to have to happen on their backs. That was the
moment I thought they might be able to win this
thing.”
photo by ANANDA SUDOL
After winning 5-0 at the county competition,
many team members were recognized and award- Prosecuting attorneys Ninamarie Franklin, Miles Prekoski and Jacob Matiyevsky review their notes during the
ed for their hard work. Sophomore Juliana Poppe Monterey County Championship trial.
was recognized as an outstanding clerk, junior
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The Bubba Pickens Band

A collective and friendship years in the making
BY PETER ELLISON

ground in the Bubba Pickens Band comes to light
when the traditional melodies make way for openended solo sections before returning to three-part
vocal harmonies.
The journey that brought these friends together
started 10 years ago at a Carmel High talent show
where the staff put together a rag-tag band for a
short, four-song, set.
“That’s when we first got the moniker Far Below Basic,” Handley recalls. “At that time Mr. Clifford was involved, he was playing electric ukulele,
Mr. Mello was onstage doing his best Will Ferrell
impersonation with a cowbell and a shirt riding
above his navel.”
While this configuration formed on a onenight-only basis, the music-making lit a spark that
would draw these musicians together again and
again. Emerging from this group was the Far Below Basic band playing R&B-centered tunes with
Handley on saxophone, Maas-Baldwin on trumpet
and the Deckelmann/Stafford duo both on electric
guitar. This group continues to play, with a little
student help, and add new faces from among the
staff, most recently incorporating the piano and vocal skills of school nurse Deborah Taylor.
While the Far Below Basic Band was developing during this period, part of the inspiration
behind the bluegrass focus of the Bubba Pickens

here, it’s struggle, it’s experience. You make the
same mistake over and over, and eventually you
quit making that mistake. It’s a process, but that
process is what’s fun.”
The band’s love for bluegrass music is a fairly
new development in their musical lives, with Stafford and Deckelmann reporting that their interest
flourished from listening to source material as a
way of learning their new instruments. Maas-Baldwin describes his love for bluegrass emerging after
going to the Telluride Bluegrass Festival in Colorado with Stafford. This interest in the traditionally
homegrown, organic music naturally led the group
to try their hand at making a band.
One thing led to another and the first show the
band ever played, Handley says, was at a house
party as the opening act for local musicians Pete
and Ann Sibley. Needing a bass player, Stafford
brought in an old friend from the music scene at
Chico State: Steve Geer. While Geer is the only
non-CUSD employee in the bunch, he’s essential
in maintaining the group’s balance in rhythm and
chord changes.
Since then, they have performed at a wide variety of venues and occasions around the Monterey
Peninsula and have continued to develop a wide
set of over 30 tunes, with constant additions on a
gig-to-gig basis.

“We sit in my living room,” Carmel High
teacher Marc Stafford says. “We decide what we
want to practice. Oftentimes it’s learning a new
song or going over something we haven’t quite
nailed down yet. We hang out, we chat, we laugh,
we play, we ask questions and really try to get into
it.”
Families convene, gathering together in the
warm Marina house. Well-worn instruments are
pulled from cases before the attentive and laborious tuning process. Throughout the house there is
laughter from the band, shrieks of joy from playing children and conversation from spouses at the
kitchen table. These practices are at the heart of
what the Bubba Pickens Band stands for, creating
joy and laughter side-by-side with lifelong friends.
“I don’t even know what it is I love about it,
but whatever it is I feel good about it,” says Mike
Deckelmann, a math teacher when he’s not jamming. “Even at this age, we can sit around for four
hours and work on a song, and I find that a very
productive, exciting, four hours, to sit there and get
it right.”
This community is the latest evolution and
culmination of a decade-old dream from CHS
staff members and friends, Deckelmann, Stafford,
Jason Maas-Baldwin, and
Brian Handley, along with
their friend Steve Geer, an
agriculture professional in
the Salinas Valley. While
the band officially formed
in its current lineup in August 2018, the group has ties
running back over a decade
years. The band plays bluegrass music for gigs and
fundraisers in a variety of
places like the Trailside Café
in Carmel Valley village, but
the band’s first priority is an
outlet for these teachers and
professionals to pursue their
musical passions in new
ways amid managing their
personal and public lives.
“It’s just about having a
good time, and being a part
of something bigger than
any one of us, being part of a
community,” Stafford says.
“That’s what I love as a parent. My kids get to see that
this is what music can be.”
photo by SHANNON RAINS
The Bubba Pickens
Band also acts as a learning
The Bubba Pickens Band made up of Jason Maas-Baldwin, Marc Stafford, Mike Deckelmann, Steve Geer and Brian Handley
environment for teachers that
perform a gig at the Trailside Cafe in Carmel Valley.
spend so much of their time
regurgitating the same content year to year. Each member plays an instrument Band was the creation of the Singer-Songwriters’
The Far Below Basic and Bubba Pickens bands
other than their original: Stafford, Deckelmann and Guild in 2009. Stafford and Deckelmann acted as played last at the Singer-Songwriters’ Concert for
Handley have started learning banjo, mandolin and club leaders and mentors, but the two guitar play- Whitney show March 1, performing an R&B set
dobro, respectively, while Maas-Baldwin, initially ers began to feel limited with the acoustic depth and a collection of Grateful Dead tunes as an effort
a trumpet player, is featured on guitar.
they could provide for the students and so bought raise money for the Whitney Grummon scholarThe band plays predominantly bluegrass mu- or dusted off the mandolin and the banjo and set to ship.
sic, which comes from the South with influences work at becoming students all over again.
Deckelmann succinctly describes the Bubba
from jazz, blues, gospel and even old folk songs,
“It’s like playing upside-down guitar,” says Pickens experience: “It’s just a good excuse to get
and bands are traditionally composed of all-acous- Deckelmann, describing his experience learning together, have a common goal and have fun togethtic stringed instruments. The diverse musical back- mandolin. “But like anything else, like I say in er.”
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Spring musical “Guys and Dolls” a fun-filled throwback
BY GRACE DEAN

“Guys and Dolls” is coming to the Carmel High performing arts center starting March
14, featuring drama teacher Gracie Poletti’s
direction, music teacher Brian Handley’s pit
orchestra, multiple vocal soloists and performances by CHS teachers Shelley Grahl and
Mike Deckelmann.
The musical takes place in New York
City, where gambler Nathan Detroit (Darian
Schraud) has few options for the location of
his big craps game. Needing $1,000 to pay a
garage owner to host the game, Nathan bets
Sky Masterson (Harrison Herendeen-Hill)
that Sky cannot get virtuous Sarah Brown
(Rachel Bagby) out on a date. Despite some
resistance, Sky negotiates a date with her in
exchange for bringing people into her mission. Meanwhile, Nathan’s longtime fiancée,
Adelaide (Yvonne DiGirolamo), wants him
to marry her.
To Bagby, this show holds particular
weight. The CHS senior who has been in
countless productions says this will likely
be her last time being featured in a school
play before she begins her study of musical
theater in college. To make bookends, her
first play was “Guys and Dolls Junior” when
she was part of the ensemble, and now she’s
again in the musical, now as a main role and
vocal soloist.
Although veterans like Bagby are on the
cast, they are accompanied by a new group of
up-and-coming theater enthusiasts.
“I’m really excited because there are new
people in big roles, which is fun for me,” Poletti says. “There are actually new students in
the ensemble as well, so I get to work with a
lot of students I haven’t worked with before.
We kind of have a new energy in this cast, so
I’m excited about how they work together.”

“Guys and Dolls” was first conceived by
producers Cy Feuer and Ernest Martin as an
adaptation of Damon Runyon’s short stories
written in the 1920s and ‘30s concerning the
time’s gangsters, gamblers and other characters of the NYC underworld. After it was first
written by Jo Swerling and deemed unusable,
radio comedy writer Abe Burrows was asked
to rewrite it. The rewritten version seemed to
work on Broadway, receiving a Tony Award
for Best Musical, and it was shortly made
into a film adaptation in 1955 starring Marlon Brando, Jean Simmons, Frank Sinatra

and Vivian Blaine.
A large portion of that success is now
attributed to the show’s music, written by
composer and lyricist Frank Loesser. According to both Poletti and Handley, the score
of the play, which will be performed by the
23-member pit orchestra, remains a crowdpleaser.
“We use the books that professional
musicians play on Broadway—not some
watered-down school version of it,” Handley
explains. “There’s in some cases some virtuosic playing required of the players, especially

with the challenging contemporary rhythms.”
The same is required of the show’s soloists and vocal ensemble, who have some fairly intricate harmonies, according to Poletti.
Unlike most CHS productions, “Guys
and Dolls” will play only for one weekend
from March 14-16 with showings at 7 p.m.
every night at the CHS center for performing
arts.

photo by GRACE DEAN

Jeremiah Lamph as gambler Nicely-Nicely Johnson leads the congregation in singing Sit Down, You’re Rockin’ the Boat in a dream
sequence of the musical.

OPINION

Glory of sports teams isn’t reciprocated in arts
BY JORDI FAXON

It’s an American tradition for
parents to cheer on their children’s
school’s sports teams and for students and faculty to idolize the team
members. It’s a tradition to celebrate
them at their homecoming dance and
give them athletic awards monthly.
While there’s nothing wrong
with participation in these innocuous customs, there are many
other extracurricular activities, especially those pertaining
to arts and humanities, that aren’t held in the same regard as
sports are. While it’s great that athletes get praise for their
hard work and achievements, there’s no reason for members
of other activities not to get the same recognition.
Some might not even be aware that our school’s culture,
to a certain extent, entails a hierarchy of importance, and that
it has a tendency to unintentionally neglect, or even undermine, the merit, value and incredible talent that comes out of
some of these underappreciated activities. While this campus
is relatively good at shedding light on the arts and giving it its
due respect, there is still some room for improvement.
For instance, let’s direct our attention to all the rallies our
school holds before big sports games. Have the school faculty
asked themselves why there aren’t pep rallies held for mock
trial’s state championships? Or for the spring concert? Sure,
there are one or two mentions of these activities at pep rallies,
but sports teams consistently get their own cluster of chairs

at these reunions. Isn’t that a little illuminating of where our cal statistics for the minor games or narrative detail for the
greater ones. Although the Monterey Herald did recently pubvalues might be held?
And what about our daily bulletins? There’s a sports sec- lish highlights on the CHS mock trial team and some Pacific
tion in all bulletin announcements, not only providing the Grove High School musicians who are due to perform at Carntimes when athletes should leave class, but also congratu- egie Hall, the local newspapers tend to focus on the school
sports more than
lating them on their goals in socother school accer or touchdowns in football.
While it’s great that athletes
Couldn’t the bulletins congratulate
tivities.
get praise for their hard work and
This double
the Model U.N. diplomat who destandard is not
livers a riveting argument for the
achievements, there’s no reason for
practiced overtly,
deployment of international aid in
members
of
other
activities
not
to
get
the
as in no one dithe Balkans? Or the choir memsame recognition.
rectly says that
ber who sung a heavenly solo on a
the arts are less
Bach chorale?
important than
One of the strengths in our
school’s recognition of the arts
is that it holds the sports, but it’s subconsciously acted
upon and, until
Visual and Performing Arts Showcase, where students and now, mostly unquestioned and merely held up by the Inefteachers see the various VAPA programs present their work, fable Doctrine of Bandwagon: “Everyone else does it.”
So should we hold our school to this status quo? Or should
but this event comes only once a year.
In a conversation with music teacher Brian Handley, he we try to live up to our title and be the innovator among the
stated his opinion regarding the equal distribution of glory. schools on the Peninsula?
If the school wants to provide an equal footing for all
Namely, he thinks that the situation has gotten much better
and that coaches are now much more cognizant of the impor- students, it’ll have to address these disparities.
tance that’s due to music programs, but he also acknowledges
that any of these inequalities in publicity likely come from
societal norms.
It seems this way at times, with local newspapers containing whole sports sections that either include numeri
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Environmental science should be mandated in schools
due to the lack of understanding exhibited by students
BY ATHENA FOSLER-BRAZIL

When I first enrolled in
the AP Environmental Science class at CHS as a junior,
I knew the class would be fun,
entailing a series of engaging
field trips and a curriculum
focusing on issues I already
cared about, namely climate
change, food production and how human actions impact the Earth.
Shortly after the class began, I started relaying the
facts and figures I’d learned from Mr. Maas-Baldwin
to my peers, excited to discuss with them some of the
most important issues of our time.
I was disappointed.
I was shocked by the lack of understanding exhibited by many students not enrolled in APES, even
a basic understanding of climate and human activity
severely limited.
“Every year I’m surprised because I just assume
that people are consumers of everyday information and
headlines, but obviously that is an incorrect assumption
to make,” says APES teacher Jason Maas-Baldwin.
Arguably the most important issue facing the generation of high school students today, climate change
is not fully explained or studied in any class other than
APES, so unless students seek out the knowledge for

AKSHAI PATEL, RPh
Specialty Pharmacist

apatel@allcarerx.com

themselves, many simply remain in the dark about the
issue.
So what is causing climate change? According to
one sheepish junior, “I have no idea.”
There are varying levels of understanding within
the student body, some students not enrolled in APES
finding a basic understanding of climate issues from
listening to the news and reading the headlines that pop
up on their phones.
According to PrepScholar Blog, AP Environmental Science has a 47.7 percent pass rate nationally, leaving over 50 percent of students who took the course
unable to pass the exam.
Interaction with various juniors reveals that some
of them have a general idea about climate change and
the impacts of human actions and a basic understanding of various environmental concepts. While it is possible for students to find this information outside of
a class, many do not, and if they do, it is frequently
only the information they want to hear. Finding unbiased, accurate information on every side of each issue
is time-consuming, and most students don’t have the
motivation to do the research.
This is why it is so beneficial to learn about environmental issues through a class that is structured and
balanced.
“The benefit to learning in a class setting is a lot
of thought has been put into the structure in terms of
content and delivery,” Maas-Baldwin says.

www.allcarerx.net
www.collegecarerx.com

CARMEL MID VALLEY

AllCare
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331 Main St. Salinas, CA 93901
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Specialty Care f 844-965-9850

Taking environmental science in school is one way
to ensure that students are exposed to accurate, unbiased information on vitally important topics, which the
rising generation will be facing with increasing frequency.
Environmental science classes can be looked at
much in the same way social studies classes are looked
at, which is that they are a necessary part of informing
students how to be responsible contributors to American democracy. As climate issues become more prominent, young voters will increasingly be asked to make
decisions about climate policy and action, an area of
study which is integrated into APES and which MaasBaldwin emphasizes as being one of the most important aspects of the class.
Students are woefully under-informed about the
environment and climate change, and it should be the
responsibility of high schools to ensure that they are
educating well-rounded students who are informed on
real-world issues, especially ones as pressing and relevant as global warming.
Implementing an environmental science class that
is a mandatory part of science education at Carmel
High alongside chemistry and biology would only help
students, creating a more informed and aware population of rising voters who will be determining the future
of our planet.
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Ink on paper: the creation of THe Carmel Sandpiper
from writing and editing to printing and distributing
BY TAYLOR DESMOND

Every month, student reporters circulate the campus and community, compiling information to pour into
their articles as they individually add pages and photographs to the Carmel Sandpiper. The paper is organized
by three girls sitting in front of Apple computers, and
once it’s complete, the file uploaded to a website hosted
by FolgerGraphics.
The Hayward-based printing company has seven
people on the sales team, but the file is handled by
Carlos Armenta, who passes the baton to editors who
look over the digital copy. Assuming everything goes
as planned, the PDF is filed from Carmel High School
by Tuesday at 3 p.m. A combination of efforts from
prepress manager Matthew Revak’s team goes through
the processing and makes sure all of the low-resolution
photos will print properly and clear.
All the lettering supposed to be black must be a
true black, not mixed with looking magenta or teal instead of the solid print, and the team substitutes photos
with the direct source via emails. They also make sure
page sizes are consistent when they marry the work that
the editors at CHS complete, and once everything is
checked over and the half inch margins are even, it’s
sent off to printing.
From there, everything is processed and the newspaper goes through digital editors, color keying, page
counts, folds, in dates, out dates and plating. Here, everything begins to come together in a more tangible
setting.
Huge rolls of paper are stacked on top of each other, almost hitting the ceiling of the warehouse as they
were being prepared to go through the huge printing
machine. They were actually so heavy and bulky that
they had to use a machine to get the rolls down. The
Carmel Sandpiper isn’t printed on the highest priced
white toned paper, but instead opted for a recycled
newsprint look.

It is fed into a huge machine lathered
with red, yellow, blue and black paint
in a color tower that runs the roll of
paper through and prints page after
page on one long sheet. When Carmel’s newspaper was all black and
white with the exception of a color
middle and outer page, it was easy to
just print everything through the black
and white paint roller.
The class recently decided to run
the paper in full color for the rest of
the year, and while it costs more money because it is more labor intensive,
the ending product looks very put together. As the paper twists and turns
through the machine, it separates the
photo by TAYLOR DESMOND
roll into two sections and it begins to
move into the next room.
From there, the paper is folded The printing press in action at FolgerGraphics.
and organized, being draped over a
different machine all together, operated by a variety es to Mid Valley Safeway to Bruno’s in Carmel, makof workers playing some music to counteract the loud ing sure everyone has the opportunity to pick one up
noises. The paper is cut when it is finished being folded and read through all of the student-written articles.
During class, the web editor—me—posts every
and nestled into place, followed by being wrapped into
bundles tied with a thick string in the most satisfying article on the newspaper’s website while the rest of
way. It’s flipped over and bound before joining the rest the students pull the desks into a circle and begin their
ideas for the next issue. Ideas are written down onto a
of the papers.
The Carmel Sandpiper prints 2,500 copies of each Google document and its word is law, citing how long
edition of the newspaper, and it reaches the high school the stories have to be and what advertisements need to
on Thursday by the time class starts. Students take the be placed onto the digital version of the newspaper in
newspapers out of their bundles and clip the string order to fill up every page.
FolgerGraphics manages school newspapers
binding off, distributing the newspapers to every classacross
the county and closer to Hayward, where their
room on campus, the main buildings such as library
and office, and in every teacher’s inbox in the faculty warehouse is located, but also offers shipping to
room. A digital PDF of the newspaper is sent to every schools further away, as is the case with CHS. Armenta
often makes trips down to Carmel with his wife reguparent’s email.
Students go home with newspapers under their larly, dropping off complimentary notepads and pens to
arms, bringing them all over the community. It stretch the school whenever he has a chance.

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
Get community
service hours

BUSINESS OWNERS
Thank you for your
continued support of CCGS

Opening day is March 16th!
Come down to Carmel Middle
School to enjoy some great softball!

carmelsoftball.org
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The five most iconic films from before freshmen were born
BY DILAN PATEL
The sheer volume of movies that have been created makes it difficult to find a genuinely good movie
to watch. After years of watching films with my dad,
many of the classics from his generation have stayed
with me. The music, plots and screenplays of these
movies surpass many, if not all movies created today.
Here are the most essential movies made before 2004
that everyone needs to watch:

he did not commit. The 1994 film shows how Andy
Dufresne survives two life sentences while experiencing prison brutality adapting and making friends. The
movie describes the triumphs and tragedies, and the
deep meaning that everyone seeks in their life. Director Frank Darabont combines the elements of character
development, plot, conflict, resolution and dialogue to
create one of the most revered movies that stands the
test of time.

“Alien”

“Lord of the Rings” trilogy
Peter Jackson, 2001-2003
17 Academy Awards

I could have picked the most classic and wellknown series out there, “Star Wars,” but Peter Jackson’s film adaptation of J.R.R Tolkien’s fantasy trilogy
proves one of the best series of all time. It continues to
pave the way for movies and novels today and was the
inspiration for the fantasy genre as a whole. The movies are set in the mythical land of Middle Earth, where
powerful forces are hunting for the One Ring, a ring
used to control the land, created by the dark lord Sauron in the hopes of ruling over Middle Earth. When a
young hobbit, Frodo Baggins inherits the Ring he must
travel to the fires of Mount Doom where it must be destroyed before the forces of evil reach it.

Ridley Scott, 1979
1979 Academy for Best Visual Effect

For people who enjoy horror/fantasy movies,
“Alien” is one best and originals in its category. The
movie is set in 2122 in deep space where a starship
Nostromo wakes from chryo-sleep in order to answer
a distress call from an unknown alien ship. The crew
encounters a nest of alien eggs, one of which latches
onto one of the crew, causing him to fall into a coma.
The crew returns to the ship, where their problems have
only just begun. Director Ridley Scott knows that it is
not the slashing that people enjoy in suspense movies,
it is the waiting and the anticipation for the slashing to
occur, and he knows how to use this to his advantage
throughout the movie.

“Black Hawk Down”

Frank Darabont, 1994

Robert Zemeckis, 1994
6 Academy Awards. 3 Golden Globes

“Forrest Gump” has to be one of the most iconic
and well-known movies of all time. Almost everyone

an excerpt from

Boss
The story of S.F.B Morse

The Monterey Peninsula on the Central California
coast is all that people say it is. The air is clean,
moist, and pure. The temperature is moderate and
the scenery spectacular. There is something about
this coast that delights artists, photographers, and
everyone who visits or lives here. The shoreline is
dramatic: jagged black and brown granite and limestone rocks stand against the relentless surf. The
beaches have soft pure white sand and the bluffs
above the ocean are framed in picturesque Monterey
Cypress. The blue Pacific rolls in the background.
On top of these natural wonders the cultivated
green of the golf courses in Pebble Beach accent the
shoreline. Large homes are set back behind the golf
courses so the coastline is undisturbed. Sports clubs
and the equestrian center are nearby. The sounds of
golf balls being thwacked, sails luffing, rackets plapping, horses snorting and children splashing show
the joy of use intended for the place. Without Sam
Morse and his vision we would not have this greatest
meeting in the world of man, land and sea.
When Same arrived on the Monterey Peninsula in 1915 to take over the Pacific Improvement
Company, Pebble Beach was practically empty, with
a few log houses, the original log Del Monte Lodge
and the remains of a Chinese fishing village where
the Beach Club is now. Much of the property was
either sand dunes, dense forests or swamps. The
shoreline was too rocky and too exposed for commercial purposes and it was famously
foggy in the summer. In short there were far more
opportunities for quick development elsewhere, but

Ridley Scott, 2001
2 Academy Awards

For anyone who likes movies based on true events,
“Black Hawk Down” may be one of the best true war
movies ever. The movie describes the attempt by U.S.
Rangers to rescue downed Black Hawk choppers during the 1990s in Somalia during a time of humanitarian
crisis. The soldiers struggle to rescue the men, save the
wounded, and accomplish their goal of destabilizing
the government and aiding the population. The soldiers
will “leave no man behind,” no matter the cost. This
movie depicts real-life war and people who put their
life on the line for our country and our freedom.

“Forrest Gump”

“Shawshank Redemption”

This iconic movie describes the story of a successful businessman who was found guilty of a crime

has heard the quote, “Mama always said life was like a
box of chocolates. You never know what you’re gonna
get,” or “Run, Forest, Run!” Putting this movie on the
top five movies that everyone needs to see is a no brainer. The movie describes slow-witted Forrest Gump’s
unique life as he lives unrestricted, doing as much as
he wants, but the one thing that he loves most might be
the most difficult to save. “Forrest Gump” combines
comedy, drama, reality to create a movie masterpiece.

nowhere else held Sam’s interest. It was a classic
case of the right man in the right place at the right
time.
He believed education was the key to his success, not so much the schools he attended, Andover
and Yale, but the people he met at those places. He
was voted “most popular” during his senior year in
college, but by his own admission he was not a great
student.
He often referred to two early periods in his
life when he told stories or was making a point. The
first, when he played football at Yale and the second,
when he ran a ranch in the California Central Valley.
Football told him teamwork and resiliency, ranching
gave him perspective and insights into management
and business.

...

A newspaper dubbed him “The Duke of Del Monte”
and although he pretended to be embarrassed by
the title, I believe he liked it. Del Monte was more
than a chunk of some of the most beautiful land on
the planet. It was a style of life that included golf,
tennis, polo, beautiful mansions and beautiful people
having a good time. He enjoyed being in charge of
that. In fact he wanted people to damn well know he
was in charge. Damn was one of his favorite words.
He died when I was 22 years old while I was
studying art at the University of California at Los Angeles, living above a merry-go-round on the Santa
Monica Pier and woring as a cue-card boy at NBC,
none of which really met with my grandfather’s approval. Still, the man was a big influence in my life
and in the lives of many others, a benevolent despot
who ruled the Monterey Peninsula.
His friends called him Sam and his employees called him Mr. Morse. People referred to him as
S.F.B., and that is how he stylishly signed his painting and documents.
The family called him Boss.
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Question & Answer
1. What did you do over February break?
2. What is something you always misplace?
3. What was the last thing you ate?
4. What is your favorite TV show?
5. If you had one hour to live, how would you spend it?

Hayden Will, sophomore
1. Went snowboarding
out in Lake Tahoe for a
week
2. My phone
3. Barbeque chicken
4. “The Office”
5. On the hills in Big Sur

Jaia Linden Engel, junior
1. Toured colleges
2. Either my calculator or computer charger
3. Does coffee count?
4. “Over the Garden Wall” or “Rick
and Morty”
5. I would spend it eating.

Hope and optimism aren’t just attitudes,
they are life strategies. —Thomas L. Friedman

Join Three-Time
Pulitzer Prize-winning
Journalist and
Best-Selling Author

Thomas
Friedman
Thomas
L. L.
Friedman
A Benefit for the Carmel Public Library Foundation
Join Thomas Friedman for a stimulating conversation
about adaptation to the accelerating changes in global markets,
technology and climate change today with Professor
John Arquilla, chair of the Defense Analysis Department
at the Naval Postgraduate School.

Tuesday, May 7, 2019 at 7:00pm

General Admission with Wine Tasting & Performance
Sunset Center, Carmel

Purchase your TICKETS today!

Online at www.sunsetcenter.org or at Box Office (831) 620-2048
For more information call the Carmel Public Library Foundation
at (831) 624-2811.

CARMEL PUBLIC LIBRARY

Join the club! www.carmelpubliclibraryfoundation.org

Elijah Smith, senior
1. I got my wisdom teeth
taken out.
2. My hopes and dreams
3. A Costco muffin
4. “Lucifer”
5. Partying

Michelle Foley, junior
1. Art, studying for my SAT and
ACT, and getting ready to get
my driver’s license
2. My phone
3. Blueberries
4. “Stranger Things”
5. I would hang out with my
friends and family and write a
really long letter to them about
how much I love them.
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Imagine a world like that: “Thank U, Next” is
obnoxiously compelling, rife with honesty

also playing up the characteristic motif on the album
of voicemails and voice recordings opening the tracks,
Part-time musician and full-time Twitter savant with a whimsical jukebox tune slowly fading in and out
Ariana Grande’s latest musical output, the aptly titled of the track to emphasize the poignant lyrics regarding
“Thank U, Next,” is an album in two parts: Grande gy- hardship.
rates around doing her best Rihanna impression while
“Ghostin,” a track reminiscent of Grande’s older
awkwardly stumbling through some of the world’s least works with string accompaniment and a more mid-temsubtle breakup anthems, or Grande lets her talent do the po delivery, is the song that ultimately defines what the
talking (singing?) and makes something actually worth album undoubtedly is—a solemn, contemporary ballad
listening to.
representative of the greater schema that encompasses
There is no in between.
much of Grande’s discography. In the vein of previous
Kickstarting the album is the relatively uninteresting tracks like “Tattooed Heart” and “Just a Little Bit of Your
“Imagine,” a song which makes
Heart,” a more fine-tuned and emome imagine that I’m listening to
tionally honest cut is present.
something better, although I have
So everyone knows that “7
to give it credit for some concepRings” is awful and throws the whole
tual continuity between the album
theme of the album out while inand Grande’s eclectic real-life
terpolating “The Sound of Music,”
drama. “Needy,” characterized by
right? This 2009 Rihanna demo probdesperate lyrics and looming, sadably should’ve been left wherever the
sounding vocals, is, on the other
song’s ten credited writers found it
hand, a highlight, showing a grave
because there’s really nothing intershift in Grande’s outlook on her
esting about Grande rapping about her
personal life—while “Imagine”
ponytail over a nonsense beat. On that
feigns happiness to an almost sacnote, the album’s final track, the egrecourtesy
of
REPUBLIC
RECORDS
charine extent, “Needy” is paingiously titled “Break Up With Your
fully real.
Girlfriend, I’m Bored” is the kind of
“NASA,” perhaps Grande’s best cut since “R.E.M,” awful female revenge anthem we probably should have
is a cute little box of space-themed fun with chants of “N- left in the Hot Topic era.
A-S-A!” and a fun, laid-back chorus that the chanteuse
Long-time fans of Grande have come to understand
has been clearly grasping for since she met Pharrell, the that singles from her albums are typically less than repproducer of her previous album. The other best moment resentative of the final product, and such is definitely the
from the album, the incendiary “Bloodline,” includes case on “Thank U, Next.” While “Dangerous Woman”
some face-melting instrumentation and one of few in- might have had higher peaks, the ultimately cohesive
stances of Grande convincingly playing up the sexualized and breathtakingly atmospheric nature of Grande’s latest
image she’s tried to play up for herself in recent years.
output is fantastic. It’s certainly a world I couldn’t have
The subdued “Fake Smile” emphasizes the matura- imagined where the oversaturation of Ariana Grande in
tion of Grande’s never-ending stream of syrupy ballads,
popular consciousness actually led to a nice album.

BY KYLIE YEATMAN
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ENTERTAINMENT

Horoscopes
Aries: March 20 - April 20

Clown, it might be high time that you cave in
and visit the circus, maybe even pitching in
an act of your own. I say this since you wanna
act like a FOOL this month.

Taurus: April 21 - May 21

I get it. It’s THAT time of the year. The time
of the year when it’s that time of the year.
It’s the time of the year that you’re ready to
just accept that it really is just that: that time
of the year.

Gemini: May 22 - June 22

The twins from the Gemini myth are named
Castor and Pollux, both of which are probably more interesting names than you have,
so maybe you should think about that this
month. It’s not too hard to pay the $50 for a
name change.

Cancer: June 23 - July 23

Cancer can be caused by carcinogens and
carcinogens include gamma rays and gamma
rays stem from the word gamma, which is the
third letter of the Grecian alphabet. Gamma
represented a “voiced palatal fricative” in the
Greek language, so maybe you should use
a few more palatal fricatives in your daily
speech.

Leo: July 24 - August 23

It’s time to start wearing more dark colors.
It’s time to embrace the navy blues and the
deep, deep maroons—you need to realize that
the world is a broad, broad color palette and
break free from all this grey nonsense.

Virgo: August 24 - September 22

Honey, you got a big storm comin’. Better
bring an umbrella just about everywhere you
go! You’re gonna get RAINED ON. Hard. If
you’re concerned, remember that it might be
a storm of, like, happiness? Or something.

Libra: September 23 - October 22

REVIEW

SWMRS sophomore album impresses after signing
with major label with “Berkeley’s on Fire”

lose lose my mind” is the bulk of the hook, but the song
doesn’t sound saddening at all.
Since the release of their major-label debut LP,
At the halfway point of the album, the group manthe once-unknown Oakland pop-punk group known as ages to bring catchy hooks and great bass solos from Seb
SWMRS emerged as a vibrant and potential-filled group Mueller, who also wrote multiple songs off the tape. The
that appealed to a wide audience. Now with the release band’s drummer, Joey Armstrong, is a co-founder of the
of their second album, the group brings a great collection band, but drumming prowess runs in his blood as Joey
highlighting a revitalized post-punk, new wave mix.
is the son of Billie Joe Armstrong, iconic frontman and
The album comes after SWMRS, formerly known as guitarist for Green Day.
Emily’s Army, signed with Fueled By Ramen—a move
While Max Becker takes the lead on most tracks, it
that also brought along a completely new producer for would be remiss to not address the performance of Cole
“Berkley’s on Fire”: Rick Costey produced this entire re- Becker, the other half of the Becker pair in the band. Cole
cord.
was the lead singer on the band’s
The album kicks off with the
most popular single to date, “Lose
most political and complex song
it” and continues to shine on three
on the album: “Berkeley’s on Fire.”
of the ten songs on the album and
The title track centers on a loud,
provides a balance between the
punk rock-driven instrumental coulively, punk rock from Max on
pled with insightful lyrics from Max
most other songs. “IKEA Date”
Becker, the group’s lead guitarist and
brings a nostalgic, slower tone to
singer. The Ramones, Beach Boys
the album, stocked with synthesizand The Clash are worn on the young
ers and slow electric guitar.
quartet’s shoulders.
The album finishes with “Steve
“Confusing
This
Freedom
Got Robbed,” an odd way to finish
Speech With Swastikas, Like Milo
off the project. Cole Becker uses a
Yiannopoulos” sticks out. The song
courtesy of FUELED BY RAMEN character, the titular Steve, to creblatantly calls out the February 2017
ate a song attacking the corrupt
Berkeley riots in a bombastic, almost
government we live in. The song
immature manner. “Berkeley’s on Fire” serves as a big takes some minor shots at capitalism, urging us to take
middle finger to the face of America’s capitalist ideology back what was taken from us.
and its pervasive far-right subcultures.
What’s great about this album is the high energy arThe loud, attention-grabbing attitude of the band ray of diverse songs on the thing. ‘80s punk rock, alternadoesn’t stop there. SWMRS somehow finds a way to tive-pop, bits and pieces of funk and spoken word music,
string together different tones as the album progresses. you name it. The SWMRS have established themselves
“Lose Lose Lose” drives home a borderline delusional
as a notable alternative band to watch.
set of lyrics but plays with serious concepts quite playfully. “If I got pushed down one more time, I’ll lose
7/10
BY MILES PREKOSKI

You’re gonna have a lot of success this
month, much like Seabiscuit, the acclaimed
horse named after the ocean and a popular
food. Unfortunately, there will also be a really boring biography written about you that
you will be forced to read in school. So maybe think about that before you try and achieve
anything fancy.

Scorpio: October 23 - November 21

The Scorpio constellation spans from 210 degrees to 240 degrees ecliptic longitude, something which I feel you should try to do a little
bit more this month. You just gotta take life
by the throat sometimes and SPAN the damn
horizon.
Sagittarius: November 22 - December 21
Google’s “eminent personalities” for Sagittarii include Taylor Swift, Nicki Minaj,
Pope Francis and Nostradamus. Jesus, what
a teamup, right? Nostradamus was a friggin’
“reputed seer!” Imagine having THAT on
your Wikipedia page! Try to be a bit more reputed during this March season.

Capricorn: December 22 - January 19

The symbol for Capricorn is apparently the
sea-goat, a truly horrifying species to imagine
hurtling toward you while you’re just trying
to tread water. Strike the fear of the sea-goat
into the hearts of your enemies with your
prosperity this month.

Aquarius: January 20 - February 18

Have you seen “The Shape of Water”? Yeah.

Pisces: February 19 - March 19

WEAR SOME CRAB CLAWS. Get ‘em out.
Bust the claws out. Just do it.

